Rotary Actuator for Labeling Machines
ML#310193

BENEFITS
- Rotary actuator is a Series RLS (RLS132x90-BB) with a unique mounting hole added to the output shaft.
- Longer life than OEM product
- Competitive price point
- Can be produced in the appropriate size for the application
- Drop-in replacement (requires adaptor plate, consult PHD)
- Superior delivery
- Global availability and support

APPLICATION
On labelers, such as some Krones® Contiroll (continuous roll) “HS” labeling equipment, the rotary retracts the glue pot when a label is missing so that glue is NOT applied to the vacuum pad. The OEM rotary’s end of travel stop does not hold position, causing incorrect glue pot location and incorrect adhesive application. PHD Series RLS Rotary Actuators have been installed and proven to address this concern.
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